Advanced C++ Programming

C++, based on the C programming language, is an Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) language.
Unlike C, C++ is built on the concept of "objects" instead of using data and actions on data as the basis
for the program's logic. Using OOP, related data and routines are grouped into an object that then
relates to other objects in the program. These objects can represent all of the parts and functions of a
real entity or an abstract idea. C++ is a powerful language that is inherently useful for large-scale
projects.
This course broadens the skills of a C++ programmer by presenting an in-depth treatment of templates,
exceptions, memory management, advanced inheritance issues, disambiguation, adaptors, reference
counting, runtime type identification, and the standard template library. Group discussions and lab
exercises support the classroom lectures.
Course Objectives:
• Write programs using the C++ template facility
• Distinguish between the different forms of inheritance
• Identify the correct C++ feature to implement a particular design specification
• Implement multiple inheritance when necessary
• Write programs which utilize a robust set of data structure classes
• Understand programs which use function pointers in a wide variety of problems
• Use the exception handling capability of modern C++ compilers
• Use the algorithms, containers, and iterators from the new Standard Template Library
• Understand the complex set of rules which govern C++'s disambiguation algorithm
• Write programs that use the advanced I/O features from the iostreams library
Audience: Individuals interested in enhancing their knowledge of the C++ language.
Prerequisites: C++ Programming
Number of Days: 4 days
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Template classes
Instantiating a template class object
Rules for template classes
Non member function w/ a template
argument
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Templates with multiple type parameters
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Member initialization lists under
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Why have function pointers?
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handling
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Inheritance based conversion
Overloaded functions
Exact match
Match with promotion
Match with standard conversion
User defined conversion
Constructors as conversion operators
Ambiguities
File I/O
Introduction
Manipulators
Writing your own manipulators
Overloading the I/O operators
Disk files
Reading and writing objects
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A spell checker
Handling Streams in the constructor and
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